
Permissions



Clowder Level Permissions

Permissions

Private

Fully Private Semi-Private 
(SEAD)

Public
(Default 

configuration)

Examples: 
Geodashboards

(glm, gltg, 
imlczo)



Semi Private Configuration

Enable Public

Verify Spaces

Only verified spaces will 
have the option to make the 

space public and datasets 
within verified spaces can 
make them public. (SEAD)

All datasets and spaces will 
have the option to make 

them public

Default Behavior – Acts as a 
Fully Private Instance



File Configurations

u There is an option to download files and datasets when users are not logged 
in on public instance or within a public dataset. By default this is disabled. It 
is enabled on the SEAD instance. Example: https://sead2-
dev.ncsa.illinois.edu/datasets/57f2b67ce4b0168cc0728a4d

u Files can be moved to any other dataset you have permission to add files, 
which are datasets you own or datasets within spaces that you have the add 
files permission. There is a configuration to only allow the dataset to be 
moved to other datasets within the space that it is currently in. This is 
disabled by default. It is enabled on the SEAD instance. This can be done 
within a file page.

u Files can also be moved to other folders in the dataset that the file is in. This 
can be done in the dataset page. 



Resource Space Management

u By default a dataset and collection can be in only one space. There is a 
configuration to allow both dataset and collections to be shared to multiple 
spaces. 

u There is a configuration to allow datasets to be copied to other spaces.

u Right now only the owner of a dataset or collection can share or copy a 
dataset or collection.

u The spaces on datasets and collections are independent by default. There is a 
configuration that after turned on allows that whenever a dataset is added to 
a collection, the dataset will get the spaces from the collection added. 



Verifying Spaces
u To verify a space. You need to be an admin of the Clowder Instance and be on 

Super Admin Mode. The list of unverified spaces are in Explore/Trial Spaces.



Changing a Space to public private



Overriding Dataset Level Access



Questions? 


